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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable summarizes important User-Centered Design (UCD) activities that have been carried out
during the first six months of the RAPID-MIX project, based on the method described in D2.1. First, we report
on the co-design workshop that was held within the consortium members. This workshop allowed us to
generate a list of potential prototypes and to formalize the prototypes description in terms of users, context
and applications. Second, we report on our involvement in the Barcelona Music Hack Day, with workshop
and mentoring programmers and designers during the hackathon. This allowed us to gauge end-users need
and feedback. The outcome of these UCD activities are discussed in regards to the development of the
RAPID-MIX prototypes. Finally we describe a first set of guidelines for prototypes building and reporting (see
D3.1 for the first version of RAPID-MIX early prototypes).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The general approach of the RAPID-MIX project is to operate on fast cycles of developments: user-centered
design, Agile prototyping, API development, integration and evaluation (each of these tasks being structured
as one work package). The aim of user-centered activities is to provide the consortium with prototypes ideas
and concepts that can be used to bring key elements for the RAPID-MIX API and its integration in potential
products. Moreover, the user-centered activities are closely related with the Agile prototyping process.
As initially stated in the DoW, this deliverable contains an initial description of user-centred design
specifications and guidelines for rapid prototyping. This deliverable has been collectively framed and
discussed following two consortium meetings (Paris, June 20-22 & London, September 8-9), the co-design
workshop with all the consortium (Barcelona, June 16) and the workshop and hackathon of the Music Hack
Day (Barcelona, June 17-19).
This deliverable is structured as follows:
1. We report on user-centered design activities that occurred during the first six months of the project,
based on the method described in D2.1. These activities allowed us to generate a list of potential
prototypes and to formalize the characterization of RAPID-MIX prototypes
2. Based on the previous point, we describe a series of prototyping guidelines.
3. We finally conclude by a series of further steps to initiate.
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2 DEPLOYMENT OF USER-CENTRED DESIGN ACTIONS
In RAPID-MIX, UCD principles and methodology inform interactions between technology designers and
users. The methodological framework described in D2.1 prescribes tools that enable key questions
throughout the whole development cycle. Through the deployment of UCD actions, in which users are
identified and UCD techniques are incorporated, we strive to uncover the needs for a specific project stage.
In the first iteration of our UCD process, we look for themes, groups of ideas that may seed the prototyping
stage and early advances of product development. Two UCD actions have been designed in accordance to
the UCD methodology, in what concerns purpose of study, target user groups, kind of data output, cost of
deployment and stage in the project cycle.
•
•

A co-design workshop for RAPID-MIX stakeholders – suitable for the assessment of user needs and
insights through ideation, identification of scenarios and design themes in small groups.
A workshop and special challenge during the Barcelona Music Hack Day, where attendees have the
same profile as the potential RAPID-API end-users and early adopters – suitable to identify new
affordances in existing technologies and unexpected uses, for medium sized groups.

The techniques incorporated in these actions were chosen for being appropriate for an initial stage of the
project, having a low deployment cost and providing qualitative data. By applying them we aimed to:
• Identify the potential set of users and of contexts of use (within the targeted domains and others).
• Identify the design space of RAPID-MIX technologies that will positively impact a set of users in a
given context.
• Learn to what extent do core use cases for RAPID-MIX technologies intersect with end users’ needs
and feedback.
• Inform the stakeholders with a mindset aligned with our UCD methodology.
• Inform the stakeholders and the design process with a set of creative tools.
These two actions are described in depth in the following sections and allowed us to gather data to inform
and prioritize the list of potential prototypes, and the set of guidelines for prototype design.

2.1

Barcelona co-design workshop

The Barcelona co-design Workshop was the first in a series of technology brainstorming sessions aiming to
help the RAPID-MIX consortium in generating ideas for innovative multimodal expressive products, and to
help inform the design of future prototypes and a robust application-programming interface (API) to support
these product ideas.
The first participatory design activity and UCD action (in conformity with the RAPID UCD methodology
defined in D2.1) took place in the first 6 months of the project at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF),
Barcelona, and was designed to provide ideas for possible technology prototypes to be developed over the
first year. The brainstorming techniques used were aimed at unleashing ideas that might not emerge from
traditional technology or product development methods.
For that, the RAPID-MIX UCD work package (WP2) leader designed a fast paced programme of idea
generation (ideation) and structured brainstorming to help participants think out-of-the-box, identifying new
and unusual applications for RAPID-MIX technologies, and new combinations of the different technologies
(see Appendix 1 for the programme). The goal was to generate as many ideas as possible in an initial
activity completely detached from evaluation.
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After this divergent mindset stage, more prone to ideation, a more convergent mindset stage was followed,
where the filtering and selection of ideas occurred, focusing on a smaller subset to elaborate further in usage
scenarios and storyboards. These scenarios were enacted in absence of the technology, to understand how
users might use the imaginary products, or to observe how they could fit into broader contexts.

2.1.1 Co-design ideation session
The morning session was open-ended and used the remix and mash-up metaphors from a technique called
bootlegging. This brainstorming technique has been designed for participants, coming from different
institutions in the RAPID-MIX consortium, to generate ideas at an early stage of a project, where the problem
area or technology is fairly well defined but open for new application ideas (Holmquist, 2008). The goal of this
session was to generate ideas for products that use forms of interaction and features supported by RAPIDMIX technologies, but having them thinking in a creative and detached way from the specific set. This
pursued the goal of generating new ideas for prototyping that would have never come otherwise.
The first item on the agenda was to have participants dividing into breakout groups (see Appendix 1 for the
listing in the co-design program). This organization considered the background of each of the 18 participants
from the different institutions in consortium, aiming to gather in each group the most heterogeneous set as
possible. Therefore, besides having a group coordinator, typically from one of the research institution, each
group gathered as participants from the different SMEs.
After grouping participants and assigning them to their workspaces, participants were debriefed on the goals,
activities and available materials for the session by the session moderator. These materials included two
sets of post-its and a set of technology cards (see Appendix 2). These cards have been specifically designed
for this workshop, where they were introduced to inspire and provoke participants to articulate their
knowledge and existing practices in regards to high-level, abstract technological domains, aligned with the
goals of RAPID-MIX. The cards introduced these main domains, grouping some of the most meaningful
subcategories for the project:
•
•
•

Interaction Modes (motion sensing, biosignals, tangible interaction, multi touch, gestural interaction,
haptics, etc).
Software Libraries (affective computing, audio processing, etc )
Applications (interactive machine learning, multimodal data repositories, sound databases)

Additionally, blank technology cards were provided for participants to fill out with any relevant suggestion that
they would see as missing.
Following the debriefing, participants began to fill out the yellow post-its with potential users of the above
mentioned generic technology categories. The overall rhythm of the session was fast paced and the timing of
each task was very important to maintain it. Each participant wrote as many as he could in a 10 minute
period, as determined by the moderator (Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b). After the end of this period, participants collected
user post-its, and posted them in one of walls.
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Fig. 1 a) Participants generating users post-its and b) collecting and posting them in the wall

With the first stage completed and potential users identified, the session progressed to next stage of
identifying contexts of use. The contexts of use are depictions of environments and situations where these
abstract technologies could be used in. For that, participants were instructed to use the pink post-its to
generate the contexts of use in the same timely fashion as before (Fig. 2a). After that, they were collected
and posted in the wall randomly amidst the yellow post-its (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 2 a) Participants generating context of use post-its and b) collecting and posting them in the wall

After the production of both the user and context of use post-its, each group selected from the wall a subset
of post-its of interest to use in the production of use cases. This would imply assembling triads comprised of
technology card, and user and context of use post-its. After each group assembled a limited number of use
cases, some randomness was introduced by shuffling up the sets and temporarily switching groups with
workspaces, using a similar process to bootlegging (Fig 3a). The remaining use cases were then analysed,
brainstormed upon, and used as basis for selection of the most meaningful use case, which would be further
brainstormed and developed in storyboard (Fig 3b). This storyboard was later presented to the group (Fig
3c).
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Fig. 3 a) Bootlegging session with b) selection and c) presentation of the use case’s storyboard

All of the early and final combinations were documented, and the activities were recorded in video for
posterior organization and analysis. This data has been stored privately in the RAPID-MIX youtube channel,
a temporary video repository for the UCD activities, for the convenience of sharing the data for access and
analysis by different RAPID-MIX stakeholders.

2.1.2 Co-design core use case challenge session
The afternoon session focused on specific RAPID-MIX technologies to address a number of technology
design challenges based on core use cases. A different set of cards was used in this session (see Appendix
2), more closed and focused on the specific technologies, namely code libraries, applications, and hardware,
aimed at reviewing the specifics of the RAPID-MIX technologies and providers. The activity and scenarios
that were built in it aimed at depicting product design, development process and ways in which technologies
and the RAPID-API could support the development of innovative interactive technology products.
The participants defined and agreed on four broader and encompassing themes that took into consideration
both the outcomes of the morning session, and the topics that emerged from the Paris meeting, where the
SMEs were asked to highlight important topics to address around the prototypes. These were:
•
•
•
•

Biosignal repository and exploring databases
Hardware processing
Designing expressive interaction
Web apps
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These themes informed a more convergent and structured brainstorming activity, focused in the specific
RAPID-MIX technologies portfolio and core use cases. After establishing new breakout groups, this time
through a sign-up process according to the themes and the specific interests of participants, documents were
handed out (see Appendix 3) to capture the collective answer from the RAPID-MIX consortium to the
following questions posed by these challenges:
•
•
•

User – Who is the user? What is the market space for the product?
Technology – What technologies are involved? How are they combined?
Prototype – What do we learn from this prototype? What benefits does it bring to the project’s goals?

The outcomes of this session are summarized in the following section.

2.1.3 Outcomes of the co-design workshop
Among the outcomes of the co-design workshop are the sets of post-its (user and use context), the early and
final combinations that provided use cases, the storyboards that have been transcribed, the video recordings
of their presentation, and the transcriptions of the challenges and videos with the presentations of the
challenges.

2.1.4 Users
The set of yellow user post-its has been compiled and provides an extensive list for potential use cases.
Therefore it has been classified in an attempt to provide different perspectives over this data. Figure 4 shows
a diagram illustrating how the proposed users have been organized into categories. Among the specific
areas of interest targeted by RAPID-MIX, such as Music, Gaming and Health (labeled in green), are other
emerging categories such as Academia, Agriculture, Arts, Industry, Education, End-Consumers and
Entertainment.

2.1.5 Context of use
The set of pink context of use post-its has been compiled and provides an extensive list of scenarios for
potential use cases, as shown below in Figure 5. Again, they have been classified in an attempt to provide
different perspectives over this data. Some of the emerging categories are Artistic, Commercial,
Development, Educational, Gaming, Health, Intimate/Familiar, Musical, Political, Recreational, Social, Sports,
Touristic and Other.
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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2.1.6 Use cases from storyboards
Storyboarding is a device typically used in User Experience and User-Centred Design to support the design
and development of solutions. As an effective communication device, it enables the materialization of visions
for people to engage with before investing in production, helping the stakeholders to visualize and to get a
common understanding of the solution. Also, it avoids early commitment to a particular solution, by providing
a buffer stage that precedes a more serious investment in production and defining where it is most needed,
highlighting potential issues. These are very important concerns informing the prototyping stage and feeding
the discussion and idea sharing around the process.
In a nutshell, storyboards should convey:
• Setting – the people involved, the environment and the task being accomplished
• Sequence – the steps involved, a depiction of the initial motivation for people to use the solution, and
the illustration of the task being carried on
• Satisfaction - the motivation for people to use the solution, what does it enable people to accomplish
and how the solution fills theirs needs
In the open-ended co-design morning session each of the four breakout groups generated one storyboard.
Four themes were identified from the storyboards that are summarized in Table 1 below, and exemplify
potential boundaries of design spaces for the prototyping stage.

Table 1 Four themes identified from the storyboards
#

Theme

RAPID-MIX
stakeholders

Use case components

1

Le Cook Rapide –
Interactive Culinary performance in a
shared social environment

IRCAM,
MTG,
ROLI,
ORBE

Idea Card: Applications - Interactive
Machine Learning
User Post-It: Cook cuisine
Context Post-It:
Build something to impress your friends

2

Bored Architects Mobile Collage App for Conferences

IRCAM,
MTG,
ROLI

Idea Card: Near field Communication
User Post-It: Architects
Context Post-It: Being bored

3

Guitar 911 – Smart learning
environment for Virtual Reality with
Haptic feedback.

GS,
MTG,
IRCAM

Idea Card: Applications – Multimodal
data repositories
User Post-It: Humanoid Robot
Context Post-It: Learning a practical skill

4

Intelilight – Ambient display for
monitoring patient status in hospital
wards

GS,
MTG,
PLUX,
RS

Idea Card: Applications – Multimodal
data repositories
User Post-It: Doctors
Context Post-It: Light Visualization
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Storyboard #1 depicts a use case creatively built upon the traditional and popular TV shows, that provides an
innovative step by merging online social networks, online collaboration and interactive multimedia.
The underlying motivation is the user desire to impress his friends with his culinary skills, and setting up a
rapid, interactive audiovisual culinary performance. This will feed an audiovisual recipe portfolio in an online
social network. It involves content to be shared on the social networks and collaborative feedback around the
recipes. Therefore, one could formulate a possible use case as: “As a cook, I want to record an augmented
culinary performance so that I can impress my friends with my culinary skills”.
Storyboard #2 depicts a use case associated with a specialized professional sector, the architects. The
context of use is in a professional conference where participants are bored and some of them decide to
engage in a creative application, the Bored Architects app, that works over co-located networks supported by
Near Field Communication (NFC) technology. The application proposed is a digital, collaborative and mobile
version of the traditional cadavre exquis game, where different kinds of media can be appended in a creative
and iterative thread of contributions. A possible use case for this as: “As a bored architect in a conference, I
want to engage with co-located fellow architects so that I can add creative input to thread about the
conference ”.
Storyboard #3 depicts a use case in the gaming domain, in which a user wishes to learn the guitar to impress
his girlfriend. The context of use is within a personal space of learning a practical skill such as playing the
guitar. This application consists of a virtual reality (VR) based learning environment with gamification, that
encompasses a hardware setup comprised of a set of VR goggles and a hand exoskeleton for haptic
feedback. In this VR environment a humanoid robot acts as a tutor, and the learner’s performance is stored
in a multimodal data repository, measured and used for learning feedback and improvement of guitar playing
technique. A possible use case for this could be: “As a newbie guitarist, I want to use Guitar 911 so that I can
learn to play a serenade and impress my girlfriend”.
Storyboard #4 depicts a use case from the health domain, in which a physician uses an ambient display to
help him monitor the health status of his patients in a specific ward. Patients located in that ward have their
biosignals fed in realtime to a cloud service that learns about their conditions and pushes notifications to an
intelligent lighting system deployed in the ward. These notifications will make the environment light change
according to the need of intervention. A possible use case for this could be: “As a doctor, I want to use
Intelilight so that I can be aware if a patient needs intervention with just a glance”.
The potential role and contribution of RAPID-MIX technologies in these cases can be tied to several of the
features involved. For instance, in the use case from storyboard #1, RAPID-MIX technologies portfolio may
provide tools for users wanting to rapidly build interactive audiovisual performances based on gesture and/or
other environmental context variables, the interactive machine-learning pipeline, and record them in video for
online dissemination. Further, RAPID-MIX data storage features may contribute for 3rd party services and
applications to access multimedia, biosignal and multimodal data repositories to actually provide as content.
In this case, both the user a potential social network around culinary recipes could be client of these features.
In that sense, these assumptions can feed the prototyping process in scoping the directions of the prototypes
exploring how to and which tools to build that allow the user to setup and record rapid interactive audiovisual
performances.

2.1.7 Challenges
The structured brainstorming activity around core use cases for RAPID-MIX was intended to gather insights
for candidate prototypes concerning target users, assortment of technologies from the RAPID-MIX portfolio
D2.2 Design Guidelines for prototyping
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and specific learning that they should provide. The scenarios built aimed to depict the product design,
development process and ways in which RAPID-MIX technologies and the RAPID-API could support the
development of innovative interactive technology products.

Table 2 summarizes the outcomes distilled from the documentation gathered in the co-design
workshop (challenge forms and videos)
Core Use Case

RAPID-MIX
Stakeholders

Target Users

Technologies

Learning from
Prototype

Biosignals in
Context - Biosignal
repository and
exploring
databases

UPF,
PLUX,
ORBE

Students,
Researchers,
Developers,
Advertising Agencies,
Physicians, Personal
Trainers, Athletes

Repovizz,
Teclepathy,
BITalino,
JUCE++,
MAVEN,
MAXIMILIMAN,
IAE,
Essentia

To get insights from
building the whole
multimodal machine
learning pipeline and
repository, in regards
to extending beyond
traditional tracker
services with
biosensing and MIR
features.

Music
Augmentation Designing
expressive
interactions

GS,
MTG,
IRCAM

RAPID-MIX partners

The whole set of
RAPID-MIX
technologies and
3rd party
hardware

Several independent
partial prototypes to i)
synthesize common
infrastructure needs,
ii) breakdown the
problem of how to
make nonperformative actions
become expressively
interactive.

Hardware
processing

GS,
IRCAM,
RS

Music hardware
companies/designers
,
musicians and
hobbyists (makers).

IRCAM RIoT,
Maximilian,
Essentia

Identifying the
optimal assortment
and configuration of
RM technologies for
developing a small
form factor, low
energy consumption,
embedded platform,
capable of running
RAPID-MIX DSP
algorithms in realtime.

Web apps

IRCAM,
ROLI,
ORBE

Developers of
scalable, situated,
multimodal
procedural
experiences that use
rich input, real-time
interaction and data
visualization.

Physical layer:
JUCE++, BITalino
and 3rd party
sensors
Web layer:
Repovizz, CoSiMa
(client);
Maven, Essentia
(server)

Identifying integration
challenges,
measuring cost
effectiveness of redeployment,
and validation of
market fitness and
user experience.
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2.2

Gathering end-user needs and feedback

In order to generate prototyping guidelines that respond to the needs and expectations of end-users of the
future RAPID-API beyond the consortium (typically programmers and designers), we decided to complement
the findings of the abovementioned co-design workshop with prototyping activities that took place in a
creative industry context. The goal of these actions were:
•
•
•

To introduce RAPID-MIX technologies to a poll of users that can be considered early-adopters and
end-users of the RAPID-API (i.e. developers, creative coders and engineers)
Promote the use of RAPID-MIX technologies in a rapid prototyping process.
Gather insights from users’ experience with RAPID-MIX technologies and from the prototypes
developed.

Through this approach we were able to deploy our technologies in a hands-on context, and inform the
proposed design guidelines with direct feedback from key stakeholders, such as developers, designers,
engineers and artists. This required to find a venue that gathers participants with the same profile as the
RAPID-API early adopters, and that also promotes the creation of prototypes for creative industries. Given
these reasons, The Music Hack Day (MHD) appeared as an excellent candidate for gathering end-user
needs.

2.2.1 Barcelona Music Hack Day (MHD)
1

The MHD was organised for the first time in July 2009 and since then has proven to be a remarkable way to
demonstrate the creativity around the music technology community, fostering cross-platform and crossdevice innovation. In the past six years, more than 50 MHD events have taken place around the world, with
over 3500 participants who have built more than 1300 innovative prototypes (hacks) with the support of
approximately 250 music and technology companies. The MHD was brought to Barcelona in 2010 by the
Music Technology Group of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, one of the RAPID-MIX consortium partners. This
is one of the most popular Music Hack Days as it also takes place within Sonar+D – the space for creativity
and technology within the pioneering electronic music festival Sonar in Barcelona. Thanks to this
collaboration, the companies participating in the Music Hack Day take benefit of the great exposure of this
Festival (about 112.000 spectators, 1.352 companies and 921 journalists accredited from 732 media last
year 2014).
The MHD is well-aligned with RAPID-MIX in terms of user profile, field of action, and dynamics of
participation:
•

•
•

1

The event attracts a diverse audience within the ICT and creative industry, including developers,
designers, engineers, researchers, musicians, creative coders, makers, among other music
technology enthusiast.
The event focuses on a well-established creative industry (music technology) which also is one of
the RAPID-MIX fields of application.
Participation is based on a fast-prototyping process: creating a music technology app/tool/interface
in 24 hours with a given set of pre-existing resources (APIs, prototyping platforms, etc.)

A video about the event is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sqFnHAmAh0&feature=share
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2.2.2 RAPID-MIX actions within the Barcelona MHD
Following the UCD methodology presented in Deliverable D2.1, the RAPID-MIX participation within the MHD
included two main actions: a hands-on workshop on the RAPID-MIX technologies and a prototyping session
within the MHD hackathon. In order to frame these actions in the context of the Barcelona MHD (which
includes several activities and technologies that are not related to RAPID-MIX) the consortium launched a
special track on Wearables and Music Performance. This was a special topic within the MHD that promoted
the use of RAPID-MIX technologies in use-cases closely related to the interest of the consortium: music
creation and performance utilizing bio and motion sensing, interaction design and wearable interface
prototyping. In this manner, both the RAPID-MIX workshop and prototyping actions during the hackathon
were coherently connecting by this special track, as described below.

2.2.3 Activity 1: RAPID-MIX workshop
In order to introduce RAPID-MIX technologies to the participants of the Barcelona MHD, the consortium
organised a workshop that took place the day before the hackathon. The main goal of this activity was to
offer a hand-on approach to a set of consortium technologies that were aligned with the special track
mentioned before (wearables and music performance). As the RAPID-MIX technologies were not usual tools
in the MHD, this workshop also aimed at promoting their use in the forthcoming hacking session (where the
actual prototypes emerged) by offering an overview about how the technologies work, uses-cases for their
implementation, and step-by-step guidance for using them.

2.2.4 Structure, participants & content
The workshop was held in Hangar (Barcelona), lasted six hours and was attended by 30 participants (which
had to register before the event). The activity was focused on a set of RAPID-MIX technologies for
prototyping wearable, mobile music interfaces and instruments involving physiological computing and motion
sensing:
•
•
•

Multimodal sensing technology for motion and biosensing (BITalino)
Real-time machine learning interfaces (Wekinator, GVF)
Audio synthesis/processing libraries (Maximilian, JUCE)
2

Participants were provided with a complete description of the workshop and the provided tools beforehand
through the Barcelona MHD website (including technical requirements for using the technologies and full
documentation). The workshop was structured in 3 main sessions, all including an introductory and hands-on
activities:
•

•

Physiological computing and biosensing (90’): this session aimed at providing an overview of the
different biosignal sources and their potential applications, focusing on muscle, heart and
sympathetic nervous system data. After the introduction, a hands-on activity followed, where
participants had the chance to experiment with BITalino, the RAPID-MIX technology composed of
low-cost hardware and software created to facilitate the development of projects and applications
involving physiological data.
Interactive machine learning (90’): In this session, participants had an overview of what interactive
machine learning is and how it can be used to quickly make new real-time interactive systems, such
as new musical instruments, sound visualisations, etc. We described at a high level how supervised
learning algorithms enable the creation of models (functions) by supplying data instead of writing

2

List available at http://musichackday.upf.edu/mhd/2015/?session=workshop-designing-expressive-wearabletechnology-for-music-performance
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•

code. This introductory activity was followed by hands-on exercises, where participants had the
chance to recover the data acquired with BITalino in the previous session, and use Wekinator and
GVF (both toolkits within the RAPID-MIX project) to apply interactive machine learning to create new
gestural controllers and musical instruments. Example code was supplied in several common music
environments (e.g., Max/MSP, PD, ChucK, SuperCollider), which could easily be modified by
participants to build their own musical interactions.
Sonic interaction design for mobile and wearables (90’): This session included a range of demos
exploring applications for mobile sound processing and interaction using wearable tech prototyping
equipment and the Maximilian feature extraction / sound design libraries. After the introduction,
participants had the chance to the use the gestural controllers created in the previous session to
create sonic interactions with Maximilian, a RAPID-MIX tool that offers real-time signal processing
and feature extraction that runs on mobile devices such as iPads and iPhones, designed to be useful
in rapid prototyping of interactive games and music products.

A complete description about the structure of the workshop can be found in Appendix 4.
Participants were introduced to the RAPID-MIX technologies in a gradual manner, from sensing to
processing and sonic display. Each step in the workshop was therefore building-up in the previous content
(e.g. muscle activity acquired with BITalino during the first block was later on used to feed interactive
machine learning to create a gestural controller for sonic interaction). Group work allowed to tinker and play
with the technologies directly in the participant's devices, generating ideas for new and unusual uses,
applications, and artworks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) introduction to physiological computing, by Hugo Silva. (b) participants trying out the BITalino

2.2.5 Activity 2: Hacking session
Through the abovementioned workshop MHD participants had a hands-on experience with the RAPID-MIX
technologies and technical advice. In order to collect end-user feedback on the use of such tools in a
prototype process, the RAPID-MIX consortium also participated in the hacking session (or hackathon) that
took place the day after. Participants taking part of the hackathon are requested to build a prototype (of an
app, interface or web page, etc.) in 24 hours. Everything goes as far as it is music related.
As hackers can choose among a great variety3 of tools to develop their hacks, the RAPID-MIX consortium
proposed a challenge to promote the use of RAPID-MIX technologies. The challenge consisted on creating

3

The list of tools is available at http://musichackday.upf.edu/mhd/2015/?page_id=349
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an original hack using biosignal/multimodal wearable technology for music performance. The winners of the
challenge received 3 BITalino kits (1x Board, 1x Freestyle, 1x Plugged).

2.2.6 Structure, participants & measures
Four representatives of the consortium presented the RAPID-MIX technologies to the participants before the
hacking session started. Once the hackathon started, the consortium representatives were available in the
venue for providing assistance. The RAPID-MIX tools available for hacking were the same as the one
introduced during the workshop.
One hundred hackers participated in the event. For collecting insights from those participants that used
RAPID-MIX technologies we carried surveys and open interviews at the end of the hackathon (see Appendix
5 for the survey structure).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) hackathon. (b) participants prototyping a wearable interface

2.2.7 Outcomes
Ten groups integrated RAPID-MIX technologies for creating their prototypes. Following we provide an
analysis of the insights considering the built prototypes, surveys and open interviews.

2.2.8 Insights from surveys
Thirteen hackers (12 male, mean age 27) took part of the surveys. Fig. 8a shows the sample distribution
according to their regular activity. Most of the hackers using RAPID-MIX technologies were students (61.5%)
counting undergraduate, master students and PhD candidates. However, as shown in Fig. 8b, the great
majority had vast programming skills, mostly ranging between advanced and expert. The main preferred
programming languages were Max/MSP (25%), C++ (20%) and PureData (15%) as shown in Fig. 9b When
asking about the willingness to use the RAPID-MIX technology if they were available through an online
community, 61.5% of participants declared that they would very likely make use to it (the rest declare
themselves “somewhat likely” to use it).
Fig. 9a, on the other hand, shows the types of uses the participants foresee for the RAPID-MIX technologies,
in case they were available online. Activities related to the community aspects of RAPID-MIX stand out as
favorites, like finding and adapting code examples available in the platform (36.7%), contributing to the
codebase (26.7%) and sharing projects with others (23.3%).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) main activity of participants and (b) their programming experience.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) preferred use of the RAPID-MIX technology (if available online) and (b) preferred
programming language.

2.2.9 Insights from interviews & prototypes
One member of each team using RAPID-MIX technologies was interviewed. The open interviews focused on
5 aspects related to the participants’ technical background, experience using the RAPID-MIX technologies,
faced problems and user expectations. Following we offer a summary of the main insights extracted from the
interviews and prototypes. Appendix 6 contains the links to the complete video recordings of each interview.

2.2.10 Technical environments
Complementing the finding of the survey, when involved in a fast prototyping process, eight participants
preferred to work with visual programming languages such as Pure Data (Pd) and Max/MSP. Two
participants showed preference for C++ (and the OpenFramework toolkit). For hardware prototyping, all
participants mentioned the Arduino ecosystem. Open Sound Control (OSC) was the main protocol for
interfacing. From the RAPID-MIX technologies, JUCE, Essentia and Freesound were the most known by
participants before the beginning of the hackathon.
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2.2.11 Hacks
Eight out of ten hacks were hardware prototypes, most of them based on the BITalino board and its
combination with different machine learning algorithms and sound synthesis tools. The hacks included:
Hack Description

Type

Technologies used

Musical pendulum build with motion sensors

Music controller

Max/MSP, Maximilian, RIoT

Tonalizer for helping musicians to jam with nondigital instruments by recommending samples in
the right key.

Recommendation
system

PureData, Essentia, JUCE

Theremin-like interface that allowed to make
music moving around the space using
conductive ink

Music controller

BITalino, Python, Bare conductive
board

A wearable, wireless controller that uses the
BITalino accelerometers, muscle activity (EMG)
and conductive material for real time audiovisual
manipulation.

Wearable / Music
Controller

BITalino, Max/MSP, Resolume

A controller integrated in a sequencer that allows
to control a low-pass filter with EMG, using
BITalino.

Music Controller

BITalino, Essentia, Max/MSP

Robotic control through gestures, using
Wekinator and GVF

Robot / Controller

PureData, GVF, Wekinator,
Ableton Live, Essentia

Sonic interactions for workout based on
multimodal data acquired with the BITalino

Quantified self

BITalino, Max/MSP, Arduino,
Wiimote, Ableton Live.

Interactive spinning balls incorporating LEDs and
gesture recognition

Game

Arduino, OpenFrameworks,
Freesound

Mobile app to transform user’s humm in a tool for
performing melodies

Mobile App

JUCE, Freesound, Essentia

BITalino used for controlling pitch and amplitude
of an oscillator

Music controller

BITalino, JUCE
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2.2.12 Advantages of RAPID-MIX technologies
All participants showed interest and satisfaction after using the RAPID-MIX technologies in their hacks. They
highlighted the potential for expressivity (interview 1), their robustness (“they do what they suppose to do”
interview 1; “in general they are pretty straightforward” interview 2) and simplicity. Even for those that were
not experts in specific techniques, RAPID-MIX technology resulted to be friendly (“I did not have previous
experience working with sensors, and the BITalino was an easy tool for acquiring multimodal data”
interview 3).
Machine learning tools such as Wekinator and GVF were perceived as very promising for developing
expressive interfaces. BITalino, on the other hand appeared as an excellent candidate for prototyping
wearable devices (“... it is easy to incorporate in a wearable prototype … as it can be splitted in different
modules, you can easily place the sensors in garments and acquire different types of data, even using the
OSC bridge” interview 4). Toolkits like JUCE also were perceived as a “very quick and reliable prototyping
tool, that simplifies a lot the way you develop proof of concepts” (interview 9).

2.2.13 Limitations of the RAPID-MIX technologies
Although most of the participants were satisfied with the performance of RAPID-MIX tools, specific limitations
were pointed out. One was the need of cross-platforms solutions that would work in different operative
systems, and in desktop and mobile devices. Another recurrent issues was the quality of the signal acquired
with BITalino (“it is easy to obtain data from the BITalino, but sometimes is difficult to process to extract
meaningful information” interview 4; “data from BITalino can get very noisy when the user is moving”
interview 7) or the limited amount of cables that came with each kit. Regarding the machine learning tools,
some participants highlighted the limitation of GVF for discriminating between different gestures.

2.2.14 Possible uses of the RAPID-API and MIX products
When asked about how useful a wrapping of RAPID-MIX technologies would be (in the shape of a framework
or API) all participants answered positively (“... that would make a very powerful library” interview 1; “...they
are already very easy to use … I have been inspired by the possibilities that RAPID-MIX technologies gives
to interact with music, like through wearable sensors … there are a lot of things that I didn’t envision before ”
interview 5). In fact, some participants pointed out that the RAPID-API “would be a good competitor for other
creative coding frameworks such as OpenFrameworks” (interview 6), especially for the machine learning
tools. In the same line, it was suggested that a toolkit like JUCE (part of the RAPID-MIX technologies) could
be an excellent candidate for building up a framework (interviews 2, 6 and 9). One of the participants claimed
that, beside the problems that exists for acquiring meaningful data with BITalino or having tools like GVF
seamlessly discriminating several gestures “these tools already allow you to get to what was in you mind, so
you can concentrate in creative problems rather than in technological problems … that is the system I want
to work with … one of the main problems I face is that I invest so much time setting up technical
environments that when I finally get everything working, I am out of time for the creative aspects” (interview
7). In this regard, the RAPID-API was perceived as a tool that will make easier to setup the tools needed for
developing a creative project, overcoming technical barriers.
The community around the RAPID-API was also highlighted as a main aspect of the project: “... a tool like
this will need a good community with which you can share projects and solutions … and JUCE could be a
good framework for it”.
The participants also saw several advantages for fast prototyping: “With a tool like the RAPID-API I envision
myself developing mobile apps that can take the most of the sensors built in mobile devices … or for
prototyping wearables” (interview 3), “tools like BITalino make really easy to prototype wearables, given its
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modular approach and multimodal sensing” (interview 4). Interactive machine learning features also were
perceived as features that could have a significant impact for developing creating applications: “the
interactive machine learning features will allow developers to explore many possibilities for real time
interaction” (interview 1); “machine learning features is probably what I would like more of such API,
especially if it is cross platform and I can run it in mobile devices” (interview 3).
When asked about the type of products that could be developed with the RAPID-API, three main categories
emerged:
•

•

•

2.3

Recommendation systems: “you could build systems that recommend loops or samples to
musicians that are jamming together in live performance (...) using tools like ESSENTIA to extract
features like key to provide the right sample to play with”( interview 2).
Controllers: “the RAPID-API would be very powerful for building musical controllers, as the machine
learning algorithms and sensors could help a lot for creating rich and flexible mappings” (interview
4
4); “you could build things like the seaboard , but including gesture recognition to improve
expressiveness” (interview 6); “I would definitely use the RAPID-API for designing musical
interactions for different types of sports, like pilates or yoga … I could build a narrative for these
types of activities using gesture recognition … and the user could actually define different ways of
interaction instead of having fixed interaction modes” (interview 7)
Games and interactive installations: “I can see these tools being used for creating video games or
interactive installations”(interview 4 and 6)

Discussion on UCD actions

Through the above mentioned UCD actions we aimed to identify and define the design space of RAPID-MIX
technologies (concretely, for early prototyping), to define their potential set of users and contexts, and gather
direct insights from the future end-users of the RAPID-API (developers, engineers and designers within the
creative industry).
The co-design workshop was an effective tool in assessing RAPID-MIX stakeholders’ insights through
ideation, identification of scenarios and design themes. Among its main outcomes are the comprehensive
constellations of Users and Contexts of Use, which besides contributing for the identified use cases, can be
used to rapidly assemble new use cases and subsequently, new prototypes.
As for the use cases that were obtained from both the ideation or structured brainstorming sessions, they
comprise insights over candidate prototypes. With that, we obtained an overall, shared perspective into early
advances of product design and development process leveraged by RAPID-MIX technologies. Furthermore,
it allowed us to share the UCD methodology mindset across the RAPID-MIX consortium, as well as a set of
creative tools that can inform the co-creation of new prototypes. In that sense, these assumptions can feed
the prototyping process in scoping the directions of the prototypes, exploring how to build and which tools to
that might have most meaningful impact on the designated end users.
As for the activities within the MHD, the insights gathered there also offer valuable information about what
and how to prototype, from the perspective of the future end-users of the RAPID-API:

4

The Seaboard has been developed by the RAPID-MIX partner Roli. More information about it at
https://roli.com/products/seaboard-grand
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Expressive controllers: six of the prototypes generated during the hackathon were real time
controllers. The authors highlighted the advantages of RAPID-MIX technologies (such as the
machine learning toolkits GVF and Wekinator, and hardware platforms like the BITalino and IRCAM
IoT board (R-IoT)) for rapid prototyping of musical interfaces based on biosignals (i.e. muscle
activity) and motion.
Multimodal systems in complex systems: participants expressed their desire of utilizing RAPID-MIX
technologies in prototypes that could incorporate different types of inputs (movement, biosignals,
online databases) but that can also be used in the wild, in daily life environments. This thus requires
reliable data acquisition.
Real time recommendation systems: technologies like ESSENTIA can be used for prototyping
recommendation systems that offer music resources to musicians (i.e. loops, samples) in real time,
by extracting spectral, temporal, tonal and high-level music descriptors from the performance itself.
Cross-device prototypes: leveraging in tools like JUCE, RAPID-MIX technology can be used for
creating cross-device prototypes quickly and effortlessly, that will properly work in different operative
systems and devices. (extend to web and stand-alone platforms )
RAPID-MIX community: the great majority of participants expressed their desire of getting involved in
the RAPID-MIX community (i.e. contributing with code, downloading examples. etc.) once the
platform is online. This therefore requires the development of prototypes that foster the community
aspect of RAPID-MIX, like a codebase for sharing projects and examples.
Robust multimodal data acquisition: end users mainly agreed on the fact that RAPID-MIX
technologies are ready for being used in prototyping process (TRL 6, i.e. system/subsystem model
or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment). Several participants in the MHD declared to
have difficulties while placing sensors and processing input for extracting meaningful data (in
particular with biosignals coming from the BITalino). The prototype process thus has to be
complemented with a consistent documentation techniques, in order to help reproducibility and
replication within the RAPID-MIX community.

These guidelines extracted from early adopters have been used to define the scope of early prototypes,
reported in D3.1.
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3 GUIDELINES FOR PROTOTYPING
3.1

Roles of the prototypes in RAPID-MIX

As already mentioned, RAPID-MIX prototyping is defined as a continuous activity, informed from the UserCentered Design activities. As described in the DoW, prototyping concerns the different levels of
development identified in the project.
•
•
•

Early MIX prototypes (first 14 months of the project)
Prototype for RAPID-API testing
API Demonstrators for creative domains

The use of prototyping in the project follows approaches what have been reported in the HCI and design
5
literature (see the Stanford HCI Group , McKay et al 20014, Chu et al 2013, Wiberg et 2014). For example, a
prototype can be seen as the answer to one specific question that could be related to either a specific
6
application idea, an API testing, or part of an integration evaluation .
In particular, the early prototypes (as reported in D3.1) should thus be primarily linked to:
•
•
•

Proof of principle - Ideas
Specific technological bricks
Basic Technology Integration, e.g. assembling technology from different partners

The next phase of prototyping will be defined in close collaboration with the development of the RAPID-API

3.2

Description and evaluation of Prototypes

Each prototype should be described using the following criteria. These criteria followed the categories that
have been defined for the UCD activities
•
•
•

•

Context of use and users
Specific use case(s)
Technology used (from RAPID-MIX with possibly other identified technologies):
o Possible integration with other technologies
o Platform
Focus on one question such as (the questions below are just examples):
o Proof of principle: is the idea/concept interesting to pursue ?
o Specific technological brick(s): does it fit the requirements ?
o API, or subpart of the API: is it simple to use ? does it provide the a good modularity and
granularity ?
o Technology Integration: does it function as specified ?
o Products: is early adoption by end-user probable ?

5

Stanford HCI group: http://hci.stanford.edu/research/prototyping/
Diego Rodriguez of IDEO: "When I was a practicing engineer, a prototype was something that made a
sound when you dropped it, but these days I define it as a single question made tangible. It’s lines of
software code, a business model spreadsheet, or a few people acting out a service experience" from his blog
at http://metacool.com/
6
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Each prototype should thus be evaluated specifically to its goals. The methodology should be adapted to
each case.
We also remark that prototyping could also be related to:
• Data collecting (such as multimodal database). The use of RepoVizz and/or FreeSound is
recommended.
• Video should also be considered as an important element of prototyping (using videos mockups) and
prototype evaluation, using video walkthroughs (Mackay, 2002).
• Dissemination of the technologies, as web resources, could also be related to the prototyping
activities.

3.3

Prototypes reporting and documentation

We propose that each prototype should be reported in a table, reporting on the different categories and
criteria stated previously:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use Case / Context
Focus / Questions
Technology currently used
Possible integration with other technologies
Platform
Status (planed, finished)
Video Link
Authors and Contributors
Repository (code)
Evaluation

Importantly, each prototype should be further documented with a two-pages description and a short video
(typically 1 min). We found that the use of storyboards to describe prototypes that were used in the co-design
workshop was an efficient way to communicate, and could be used for structuring videos.
These guidelines have been applied to the first set of early prototypes, reported in D3.1.
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4 CONCLUSION
This document reports the results of several UCD activities that are important to inform the agile prototyping
stage. The methodologies described, applied both to stakeholders inside and outside the consortium, proved
to be efficient. We also reported guidelines for prototyping that were addressed during consortium meetings.
The early prototyping activities and UCD started simultaneously. While there have been already transverse
activities as reported here, we anticipate that the UCD activities for prototyping design will be reinforced for
the second set of early prototypes planned for M14.
The prototyping activities should also enhance the collaboration between partners. Therefore, IP issues must
be addressed from the beginning, i.e. contribution of each partner should be properly documented. The D1.3
(due on M12). will clarify these aspects.
Considering the next steps, two important aspects must be noted:
•
•

Industry panel will be involved once the first set of prototypes is finished (M8). Their feedback will
then be integrated in a revised version of this document.
Gender issues (explicitly put in the DoW) have not been addressed yet; there has been a clear
imbalance between male and female participants in the UCD activities, and effort should be devoted
to correct this.
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APPENDIX 1: co-design workshop program

CO-DESIGN
WORKSHOP
Tuesday, June 16th 2015
Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Roc Boronat 138,
Room 52.325
Welcome
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Welcome to the RAPID-MIX co-design Day! This is the first in a series of technology brainstorming sessions
what will help us generate ideas for innovative multimodal expressive products – the MIX in RAPID-MIX, and
to help us design a robust application programming interface (the API in RAPID) to support these product
ideas. In this first workshop, we welcome your participation as members of the RAPID-MIX EU project
consortium. RAPID-MIX is a 3 year project funded by an EC Horizon 2020 “Innovation Action” to transfer
knowledge and technology from research labs to industry. As the first participatory design activity in the first
6 months of the project, this will help us to create ideas for possible technology prototypes to be developed
over the next six months.
We have a range of exciting technologies from RAPID-MIX partners that we think can be combined in unique
ways to enable exciting product ideas that would not have otherwise been possible. First, the RAPID-MIX
technologies themselves are cutting edge. Second, the brainstorming techniques we’ll use today will unleash
ideas that might not have emerged from traditional technology or product development methods.
We have a fast paced programme of idea generation (ideation) and structured brainstorming that will get us
thinking out of the box, identifying new and unusual applications for our technologies, and new combinations
of the different technologies. The goal is to generate as many ideas as possible – there is no right or wrong,
and there are no bad ideas!
After generating as many ideas as possible, we’ll filter and select, to focus on a smaller number to elaborate
further in usage scenarios and storyboards. We will enact these scenarios, even in absence of the
technology itself, to understand how users may use the imaginary products, or how they might fit into broader
contexts.
The morning session will be open ended, and use the remix and mash-up metaphors from a technique called
Bootlegging. The goal of this session is to generate ideas for products that use forms of interaction
supported by RAPID-MIX technologies that we would have never thought of otherwise. The afternoon
session focuses on specific RAPID-MIX technologies – code libraries, applications, hardware – to address a
number of technology design challenges. We’ll ask ourselves not just “what” we’re building, but “why”.
Scenarios we build will not just be of end-user usage of end- products, but scenarios that depict the product
design and development process, and ways in which RAPID-MIX technologies, and the RAPID-API could
support the development of innovative interactive technology products.
This will be fast paced, dynamic, and fun!
Francisco Bernardo, Rebecca Fiebrink, Sebastian Mealla & Atau Tanaka
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Program
Morning Session : Generating Design Ideas
10:00 Intro
10:20 Breakout groups
10:30 Introduce Technology cards
10:40 Generate Post-its (User)
10:55 Generate Post-its (Context)
11:10 Bootlegging shuffle up and combination
11:20 Breakout group picks 4 use cases
11:30 Brainstorming the 4 use cases
12:10 Pick 1 use case and describe scenario through storyboarding
12:30 Presentation to whole group
13:00 Lunch break
Afternoon Session : Scenario building on core RM use cases as “Brainstorm Challenges”
14:00 Definition of 4 challenges
14:30 Breakout groups and sign-up
14:45 Structured brainstorming exercise
16:30 Prepare presentations
17:00 Presentations to the whole group
18:00-20:00 Freeform hands-on between developers
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Breakout groups
Moderator Atau Tanaka (GS)
Documentation Francisco Bernardo (GS)
Group 1
Fred B. (Coordinator, IRCAM)
Panos Papiotis (MTG)
Felix (ROLI)
Xavier (ORBE)
Group 2
Norbert Schnell (Coordinator, IRCAM)
Carles F. Julià (MTG)
Jack (ROLI)
Tomek Jarolim (ORBE)
Group 3
Rebecca Fiebrink (Coordinator, GS)
Sergi Jordà (MTG)
Emmanuel (IRCAM)
Fabian (ROLI)
Group 4
Sebastián Mealla (Coordinator, UPF)
Mick Grierson (GS)
Andres (RS)
Hugo Silva (PLUX)
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APPENDIX 2: Co-design ideation cards
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APPENDIX 3: Co-design storyboards
Storyboard 1
Theme: Le Cook Rapide – Interactive Culinary performance in a shared social environment

Idea Card: Applications - Interactive Machine Learning
User Post-It: Cook cuisine
Context Post-It: Build something to impress your friends
Storyboard Description
1. User chooses cookbook recipe.
2. Recipe is matched to RAPID-MIX recipe.
3. User makes recipe with augmented tools. It is recorded and provides feedback. Goes to 4.
4. User provides iterative feedback on the result. Goes to 3.
5. User shares data.
6. New users respond, give feedback and choose recipes.
7. Users remix and improve each other’s result.
8. Internet and export performance stream.

Storyboard 2
Theme: Bored Architects - Mobile Collage App for Conferences (Cadaver Exquis)
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Idea Card: Near field Communication
User Post-It: Architects
Context Post-It: Being bored
Storyboard Description
1. Architects (highly specialized professionals) at a boring event (congress, dinner party, etc.).
2. One of them starts the game.
3. He chooses the media (sound, tech, image, camera, microphone, touch gesture).
4. … and sends it to someone nearby (who he knows or not).
5. The receiver receive a message/link/invitation to continue BA collage.
6. He/she add a media while being displayed a fragment of the received media.
7. After a number of iterations, every participant receives a message/link/invitation to unfold…
8. …the resulting collage. Voila!

Storyboard 3
Theme: GUITAR 911 – Smart learning environment for Virtual Reality with Haptic feedback.
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Members:
Rebecca Fiebrink (Coordinator)
Sergi Jordà (MTG)
Emmanuel (IRCAM)
Francisco (GS)
Idea Card: Multimodal data repository
User Post-It: Humanoid Robot
Context Post-It: Learning a practical skill
Storyboard Description:
1. The guy wants to impress his love with a guitar performance.
2. Database of multimodal data (sensor, audio, video, score,…) from guitar players.
3. Guy has haptic glove…
4. And VR headset w/ 3D avatar guitar player
5. His performance/practice is measured
6. Info for DB is used to evaluate and instruct.
7. He learns guitar and impresses the girl.
8. She learns the drums

Storyboard 4
Theme: INTELILIGHT - Ambient display for patient status monitoring in hospital wards
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Members:
Sebastián Mealla (Coordinator UPF)
Mick Grierson (GS)
Andres (RS)
Hugo Silva (PLUX)
Idea Card: Applications – Multimodal data repositories
User Post-It: Doctors
Context Post-It: Light Visualization
Storyboard Description
1. Doctor is a in a ward monitoring data from many patients.
2. The patients are on their beds.
3. Every patient data is streamed to a cloud service and stored in the repository.
4. Using machine learning the data is classified and compared.
5. The doctor receives a verification about a patient’s state that requires his intervention.
6. (empty)
7. The lighting in the room changes to affect the patient’s well-being.
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APPENDIX 4: Structure of the RAPID-MIX workshop for the Barcelona
Music Hack Day

Time

Session Name

Description

Trainer

10.00 - 10.30

Introduction to
Physiological
Computing and
Biosensing

Physiological data has had a transforming
role on multiple aspects of society, which
goes beyond the health sciences domains to
which they were traditionally associated with.
Today, there has been an increasing interest
in the use of physiological data for multimedia
and creative applications. In this talk we will
provide an overview of the different signal
sources and their potential applications,
focusing on muscle, heart and sympathetic
nervous system data.

Hugo Silva

10.30 - 11.30

BITalino hands-on

In this hands-on session, participants had the
chance to experiment with BITalino, a
versatile toolkit composed of low-cost
hardware and software, created to enable
anyone to develop projects and applications
involving physiological data. The hardware
consists of a modular wireless biosignal
acquisition system that can be used to
acquire data in real time, interface with other
devices (e.g. Arduino or Raspberry PI), or
perform rapid prototyping of end-user
applications. The software comprehends a
set of programming APIs, a biosignal
processing toolbox, and a framework for real
time data acquisition and postprocessing.

Hugo Silva

12.00 - 12.30

Introduction to
interactive machine
learning

In this session, participants had an overview
of what interactive machine learning is and
how it can be used to quickly make new realtime interactive systems, such as new
musical instruments, sound visualisations,
etc. We described at a high level how
supervised learning algorithms permit to
create models (functions) by supplying data
instead of writing code. These models can be
used for gesture or activity recognition (e.g.,
applying the correct label to a performer’s
pose or muscle state), or they can be used for
mapping input sensor data directly to sound
synthesis or animation controls, (e.g.,
continuously controlling a synthesizer pitch
using continuous changes in hand position).
Interactive machine learning gives

Rebecca Fiebrink
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participants an easy way to create training
datasets for building supervised learning
models, and to correct or refine these models
through changes to the training data. This
process allows for very fast creation of
systems that respond to gesture or audio, and
for building systems that are accurate and
feel natural to use. This process is also very
easy to use, and requires no prior machine
learning expertise.
12.30 - 13.30

Wekinator and
GVF hands-on
(using BITalino
data)

In this hands-on session, participants had the
chance to use Wekinator and GVF to apply
interactive machine learning to create new
gestural controllers and musical instruments.
We supplied example code in several
common music environments (e.g.,
Max/MSP, PD, ChucK, SuperCollider), which
could easily be modified by participants to
build their own musical interactions. We also
showed how to grab sensor data from
Bitalino, touchOSC, and common input
devices and use it to drive this software.

Rebecca Fiebrink

14.30 - 15.00

Introduction to
sonic interaction
design for mobile
and wearables

This session included a range of demos
exploring applications for mobile sound
processing and interaction using wearable
tech prototyping equipment and the
Maximilian feature extraction / sound design
libraries.
Maximilian offers real-time signal processing
and feature extraction that runs well on
mobile devices such as iPads and iPhones,
designed to be useful in rapid prototyping of
interactive games and music products.

Mick Grierson

15.00 - 16.00

Maximilian handson, JUCE handson (using
Wekinator/GVF
features computed
from BITalino data)

Simple projects were made available in a
runnable form that function as building blocks
to interface physiological interfaces, machine
learning and mobile sound processing.
Further example code were also distributed to
allow more complex hacks to be created.

Mick Grierson
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APPENDIX 5: Music Hack Day survey structure
1- Name
2- Age
3- Gender
● Female
● Male
4- Are
●
●
●
●
●
●

you a...
Undergraduate student
Master Student
PhD Student
Professional developer
Hobbyist
Other reason:

5- What are your programming skills?
● None
● Novice
● Intermediate
● Advanced
● Expert
● Other reason:
6- Why are you participating in the MHD?
7- Have you been in a hackathon before?
● Yes
● No
8- How did you find out about RAPID-MIX technologies?
e.g., Music Hack Day pre-event workshop; MHD presentation; website... ?
9- If there were a RAPID-MIX online forum and code sharing community, how likely would you be to
use it?
● Not at all likely
● Somewhat likely
● Very likely
● Other reason:
10- If you would be somewhat likely to use such an online resource, how would you use it? Check all
that apply
● Moderation or other leadership
● Sharing my projects with others
● Finding examples from the community to adapt in my own work
● Contributing to codebase of RAPID-MIX
● Teaching
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●

Other reason:

11- What communities around creative coding frameworks do you follow or contribute to? e.g.,
openprocessing.org, OpenFrameworks, Max/MSP forums, ...
12- Please briefly describe how and why you participate in these communities.
E.g., use them to learn, use them to help out other users, use them for inspiration
13- Are there any final comments you have for the RAPID-MIX team?
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APPENDIX 6: Music Hack Day interviews (video recording)
Interview 1
# Full interview: http://youtu.be/J_VQ1QKYVDE
# Technologies used: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_VQ1QKYVDE&t=55s
#
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_VQ1QKYVDE&t=01m32s
# Other tech from the tool set: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_VQ1QKYVDE&t=02m13s
# Hack description: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_VQ1QKYVDE&t=04m36s
# Motivation: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_VQ1QKYVDE&t=05m01s
Interview 2
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ew8x14D-NG0
# Technologies used: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Ew8x14DNG0#t=25
# Hack description: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Ew8x14DNG0#t=85
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Ew8x14D-NG0#t=118
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Ew8x14D-NG0#t=260
Interview 3
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op-d66QQeNQ
# Technologies used: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Opd66QQeNQ#t=38
# Hack description: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Opd66QQeNQ#t=72
# Technologies used in the hack: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Opd66QQeNQ#t=106
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Op-d66QQeNQ#t=128
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Op-d66QQeNQ#t=168
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Op-d66QQeNQ#t=233
Interview 4
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zrNsNGsb8w
# Technologies used: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zrNsNGsb8w#t=20
# Hack description and technologies used in the hack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-zrNsNGsb8w#t=93
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-zrNsNGsb8w#t=169
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-zrNsNGsb8w#t=385
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-zrNsNGsb8w#t=561
Interview 5
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGI5lYNMCbQ
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#
#
#
#
#
#

Technologies used: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zrNsNGsb8w#t=20
Hack description:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HGI5lYNMCbQ#t=111
Technologies used in the hack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HGI5lYNMCbQ#t=178
Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=-zrNsNGsb8w#t=169
Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HGI5lYNMCbQ#t=261
Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HGI5lYNMCbQ#t=362

Interview 6
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCfd_74CYF4
# Technologies used:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=16
# Hack description:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=110
# Technologies used in the hack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=153
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=261
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=386
# Possible MIX products:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UCfd_74CYF4#t=471
Interview 7
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcM5-Qe6FkM
# Technologies used: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5Qe6FkM#t=77
# Hack description: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5Qe6FkM#t=117
# Technologies used in the hack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5-Qe6FkM#t=151
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5-Qe6FkM#t=206
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5-Qe6FkM#t=431
# Possible MIX products: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FcM5Qe6FkM#t=840
Interview 8
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-JhtCZ4ZqY
# Kinds of tech used: https://youtu.be/e-JhtCZ4ZqY?t=220
# Hack description: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=eJhtCZ4ZqY#t=294
# Technologies used in the hack: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=eJhtCZ4ZqY#t=378
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=e-JhtCZ4ZqY#t=473
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=e-JhtCZ4ZqY#t=441
# Possible MIX products: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=eJhtCZ4ZqY#t=704
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Interview 9
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tK8YuJ2vGQg
# Technologies used:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=82
# Hack description:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=165
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=289
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=333
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=435
# Possible MIX products:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tK8YuJ2vGQg#t=605
Interview 10
# Full interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jauei3J1_3A
# Technologies used:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=134
# Hack description:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=166
# Technologies used in the hack:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=209
# Motivation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=280
# Impediments: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=298
# Possible uses of the RAPID-API toolset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=382
# Possible MIX products:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Jauei3J1_3A#t=426
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